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Just Dance Greatest Hits uses the Kinect's motion-sensing technology to create
more realistic dance movements for players and enables players to take their
Just Dance game on the go using the Kinect motion-sensing camera for Xbox
360. Using the camera, players can adjust the music and dance steps to their
liking through the Dance Challenges mode, selecting from unique Kinect and
Just Dance moves that will allow them to synchronize their moves with the
music and win a variety of different challenges that will help them improve
their Just Dance abilities and win recognition for their moves through the
"World's Best Dance Moves" section of the Just Dance Leaderboards. Players
who want to go to the next level can take advantage of the ten new Just Dance
challenges in the new Just Dance FreeStyle Challenges mode that allows
players to step up their Just Dance game, and enhance their dance skills by
breaking down their dancing into parts that can be used to earn stars and
unlock new challenges. Players can then take this new Just Dance ability out
into the real world, by using the voice recognition technology to type in their
own name and custom names for each Just Dance game to create a more
personalized Just Dance dance experience. In addition to the Just Dance
lessons, Just Dance Greatest Hits will have an all-new Mode Wizard which
brings players a whole new level of fun and learning for the game. "We're very
excited to add Just Dance Greatest Hits to our line-up of top-selling games and
share the great gameplay with our fans," said Michel Miserez, head of
publisher Ubisoft. "The incredible content of this collection combined with the
Kinect's revolutionary technology will make Just Dance the perfect party
game."
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In the new game Burnout Paradise, it's not just about driving cars. It's about
becoming the best driver. From the acclaimed series that has sold more than

four million copies, Burnout Paradise brings its signature addictive driving
action and intense online competition to PlayStation 3. The game launches on
November 21 in North America, October 29 in Europe, and February 11, 2010

in Japan with 10 single-player missions and 65 multiplayer challenges. Burnout
Paradise features the largest online park of any open world racing game in

history, with more than 30 unique locations with more to come, including six
expansive city districts. Madden NFL 2010 for the PlayStation 3 offers fans
multiple ways to compete. The Playbook mode takes players to the field on

Sundays and Mondays in the NFL season mode. Playbook mode allows gamers
to carry over their gameplay data from offline play to online multiplayer

games including the NFL, EA SPORTS Madden NFL '10 mode and Madden NFL
Mobile. Players can also compete in Madden NFL challenges where they can

earn Madden NFL leaderboards and high score rankings. The game also offers
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Electronic Arts’ Social Networking Features such as Facebook and PlayStation
Home Club which lets players keep up to date with the latest news from the
NFL, Players, Stands and more. Plus, there are new features exclusive to the
PlayStation 3 version of the game, like the Social Stand with PS3 users being
able to unlock leaderboards, create a new league and customize the player's
name on the screen. And of course, there are the PlayStation Network online

services for playing online Madden NFL. The ultimate Madden NFL experience.
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